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ABSTRACT

Selecting an appropriate process modeling language forms an important task for organizations engaging in business process management initiatives. A plethora of process modeling languages has been developed over the last decades, leading to a need for rigorous theory to assist in the evaluation and comparison of the capabilities of these languages. While substantial academic progress in the area of process modeling language evaluation has been made in at least two areas, using an ontology-based theory of representation or the framework of workflow patterns, it remains unclear how these frameworks relate to each other. We use a generic framework for language evaluation to establish similarities and differences between these acknowledged reference frameworks and discuss how and to what extent they corroborate each other. Our line of investigation follows the case of the popular BPMN modeling language, whose evaluation from the perspectives of representation theory and workflow patterns is comparatively assessed in this paper. We also show which tenets of modeling quality these frameworks address and that further research is needed, especially in the area of evaluating the pragmatic quality of modeling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The increased popularity of process modeling in IS and BPM practice over the past few years [Davies et al. 2006] has put quite a burden on organizations seeking to engage in process management initiatives. In order to reply to the increasing market demand for business and technical analysts equipped with process modeling skills, a range of interesting questions have to be answered by academia and practice: (1) Which process modeling language should be taught in tertiary educational institutions in order to account for the market demand of graduates being skilled in process modeling? (2) Which process modeling language should a vendor of a BPM
tool support, or should a vendor even create yet another language—and what are the implications of making such a decision? (3) Which process modeling language should an organization strive to adopt and implement? These questions have massive economic impact. Amongst others, setting on the “false” process modeling language may lead to significant expenditures on tool licensing and training, and the ultimate failure of the BPM initiative.

As of today, the process modeling discipline has been coined by fragmentation in the choice of languages used for teaching, tools, and practice. The range of languages available spans simple flowcharting techniques, languages initially used as part of requirements engineering such as UML, dedicated business-oriented modeling languages such as event-driven process chains and also formalized and academically studied languages such as Petri nets and their dialects. Consequently, a competitive market is providing a large selection of languages and tools for process modeling, significant demand has been created for means to evaluate and compare the available set of languages and almost every educational institute offers process modeling courses focusing on different languages.

The overall proliferation of process modeling languages has led to an increased need for rigorous theory to assist in the evaluation and comparison of these languages. Van der Aalst [2003] points out that many of the available “standards” for process and workflow specification lack critical evaluation. Along similar lines, Moody [2005] states a concern about lacking evaluation research in the field of conceptual modeling of the dynamics (i.e., the involved processes) of information systems and related phenomena.

In fact, the large selection of currently available process modeling languages and the ongoing efforts in developing these languages stand in sharp contrast to the paucity of evaluation frameworks that can be used for the task of evaluating and comparing those modeling languages in a rigorous manner. There is unfortunately not one single framework that facilitates a comprehensive analysis of all facets of a process modeling language (e.g., expressive power, consistency and correctness of its meta-model, perceived intuitiveness of its notation and resulting models, available tool support). However, reasonably mature research has emerged over the last decade with a focus on the representational capabilities and expressive power of process modeling languages. Two examples, the ontology-based theory of representation [Wand and Weber1990, 1993, 1995; Weber 1997] and the workflow patterns framework [van der Aalst et al. 2003, 2005a; Russell et al. 2005b, 2006a, 2006b] have emerged as well-established evaluation frameworks in the field of process modeling.

What remains unclear, however, is how these frameworks relate to each other. Are they complementary in their approaches? Are their results comparable? What types of insights into expressive power and shortcomings of a process modeling language can be obtained from them? Does the joint application of both frameworks cover all relevant criteria of a complete evaluation? These and related questions can be traced back to Moody’s [2005] argument that the observable proliferation of different quality measurement proposals in the field of conceptual modeling is in fact counterproductive to research progress; indeed, the existence of multiple competing proposals is rather an indicator for an immature research field. What is needed is a reconciliation and synthesis of available proposals in order to establish consensus on a common understanding of modeling quality [Moody, 2005, p. 258].

Taking together the ongoing proliferation of prospective languages for process modeling and the need for a reconciliation of quality frameworks, our paper seeks to contribute to the body of knowledge on at least two premises:

1. We introduce a generic framework for language evaluation and apply it to both representation theory and workflow patterns framework in order to establish commonalities and differences between these two quality proposals.
2. We use the example of the most recent and prominent candidate for an industry standard language for process modeling, BPMN [BPMI.org and OMG 2006], as a language that is
evaluated by both frameworks. Thereby we are able to show how to integrate the analyses of BPMN and give a comprehensive picture of its capabilities and shortcomings.

We proceed as follows. First we briefly introduce our selected unit of analysis, BPMN, and discuss studies related to our research (Section II). We then establish a generic framework for language evaluation and apply it to the frameworks in question (Section III). Section IV briefly describes how the individual analyses of BPMN were carried out and then presents our assessment of the two frameworks, and finally compares the individual analyses of BPMN. We close in Section V by summarizing our work, identifying contributions and implications for theory and practice, discussing the limitations of our work, and outlining future research opportunities.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

INTRODUCTION TO BPMN

In this section, we briefly introduce BPMN in order to give the reader sufficient background for understanding our subsequent argumentations.

BPMN has over the last years been propelled as the most prominent candidate for an industry standard in process modeling, similar to the example of the UML notation in software engineering. BPMN was originally developed by the Business Process Management Initiative BPMI.org. Its specification 1.0 was released in May 2004 and adopted by OMG for standardization purposes in February 2006 [BPMI.org and OMG 2006]. The development of BPMN was based on the revision of other notations, including UML, IDEF, ebXML, RosettaNet, LOVeM and EPCs, and stemmed from the demand for a graphical language that complements the BPEL standard for executable business processes. Although this gives BPMN a technical focus, it has been the intention of the BPMN designers to develop a modeling language that can be applied for typical business modeling activities as well. The complete BPMN specification defines thirty-eight distinct language constructs plus attributes, grouped into four basic categories of elements, viz., Flow Objects, Connecting Objects, Swimlanes and Artefacts. Flow Objects, such as events, activities and gateways, are the most basic elements used to create Business Process Diagrams (BPDs). Connecting Objects are used to interconnect Flow Objects through different types of arrows. Swimlanes are used to group activities into separate categories for different functional capabilities or responsibilities (e.g., different roles or organizational departments). Finally, Artefacts may be added to a diagram where deemed appropriate in order to display further related information such as processed data or other comments. Figure 1 gives an example of a BPMN model that shows a payment process in which customers can pay via cash, check or credit card. Refer to OMG’s specification [BPMI.org and OMG 2006] for further information on BPMN.

RELATED WORK

Work related to our study can broadly be differentiated into (a) research on the evaluation of process modeling languages in general and of BPMN in particular, and (b) research on the comparison of evaluation frameworks for conceptual models. We briefly recapitulate the related work in this section and how it contrasts to the work presented in this paper. Where appropriate, we will refer to selected related work in the later sections of this paper.
Over the last years, at least two promising proposals for a quality framework for process modeling languages have emerged, viz., the Wand and Weber's [1990, 1993, 1995] theory of representation (in short: the BWW theory) and the workflow patterns framework [van der Aalst et al. 2003; Russell et al. 2006a]. Both proposals will be discussed in detail in Section III of this paper.

Besides these two established proposals it is required to mention the semiotic quality framework [Lindland et al. 1994], which is a well-discussed framework for evaluating the quality of conceptual modeling in general. However, it has so far only sparingly been applied to the domain of process modeling (e.g., [Krogstie et al. 2006b]). The framework is based on linguistic and semiotic concepts (such as syntax, semantics and pragmatics) that enable the assertion of quality at different levels:

- **Syntax** relates the model to the modeling language by describing relations among language constructs without considering their meaning.
- **Semantics** relates the model to the domain by considering relations among statements and their meaning.
- **Pragmatics** relates the model to audience participation by considering not only syntax and semantics, but also how the audience (anyone involved in modeling) will interpret and apply them.

The ontology- and pattern-based evaluation frameworks discussed in this paper focus on the expressiveness of a process modeling language. In the work of Lindland et al., this aspect belongs to the question of how to support the achievement of semantic quality and is denoted as domain appropriateness,\(^1\) which, in the general framework, is specified on a level of high

---

\(^1\) This deals with how suitable a language is for use within different domains. If there are no statements in the domain that cannot be expressed in the language, then the language has good domain appropriateness. In addition you should not be able to express statements that are not in the domain [Krogstie et al. 2006b].
abstraction. As indicated in earlier work on the semiotic quality framework, e.g., [Krogstie and Jørgensen 2003; Wahl and Sindre 2006], using an ontology-based evaluation approach such as the BWW theory (or a similar reference system such as the workflow patterns framework) is one of several possible ways of devising concrete criteria for domain appropriateness.

Having established that ontology- and pattern-based evaluation reference systems for process modeling languages operate on a semantic level of model quality, Lindland et al.’s framework can identify areas of quality that are not being addressed by any of these two frameworks:

Neither of the two frameworks explicitly addresses aspects of the syntactical quality of process modeling languages, i.e., the goodness of the formal laws that constitute the grammar rules by which models are being created. This is neither surprising nor of concern. A number of authors have provided sufficient means for assessing syntax-related aspects of process modeling, e.g., [ter Hofstede and van der Weide 1992; van der Aalst 1999; Kiepuszewski et al. 2003].

The pragmatic criterion is concerned with the compliance of the model to the aims and purposes for which the model was created. This dimension is concerned with assessing the value of the process model for helping its audience to better cope with their problems of, for example, introducing process-aligned organizational structures, designing executable workflow specifications or solving process improvement tasks.

Lindland et al. distinguish in their framework between technical actor interpretation and social actor interpretation [see also Krogstie et al. 2006b]. Social actor interpretation concerns how the model is being received by a (human) audience while technical actor interpretation concerns how the model is being received by an information system. In its essence, these two facets of pragmatic quality address the two major purposes of process modeling [Dehnert and van der Aalst 2004]:

- Intuitive business process models are created for the sake of providing a basis for communication between relevant stakeholders, for instance, for scoping process improvement projects or capturing and discussing business requirements. As such, they must be understandable, extendable, should be intuitive and interpretable to facilitate discussion and agreement.
- Formal business process models are created for the sake of process automation, which requires them to be machine-readable. They are used as input to process enactment systems and hence must be unambiguous, should not contain any uncertainties and should also feature implementation information.

Following this differentiation it becomes clear how the pattern- and ontology-based frameworks relate to each other. The workflow patterns framework has been developed to delineate the fundamental requirements that arise during business process modeling for the selection, design and development of workflow systems [van der Aalst et al. 2003]. Hence, business process modeling languages are evaluated in light of one pragmatic aspect, to facilitate the specification of executable workflow input to process enactment systems. In Lindland et al.’s framework, this purpose addresses the pragmatic quality aspect “technical actor interpretation.” The ontology-based BWW theory addresses a different pragmatic aspect of modeling: the goodness of a representation of real-world domains for the purpose of enabling communication between involved stakeholders (such as developers and users, business analysts and system designers etc.) and documenting business requirements [Siau 2004]. Hence, business process modeling languages are evaluated with respect to the quality of the representation of aspects of real-world domains and how well these representations enable domain understanding [Gemino and Wand 2005]. As such, the important aspect is here that process models be understandable to stakeholders, analysts, and designers. As such, the corresponding pragmatic aspect in Lindland et al.’s framework would be “social actor interpretation.”

Yet another perspective on process modeling quality is provided by Hepp and Roman [2007] who discuss the various traits of process modeling (e.g., model sources, modeling motivations,
modeling requirements etc.) that need to be taken in consideration. Their work suggests a set of ontologies to define the fundamental notions relevant to process modeling, such as orchestration, organization and resources, function, data, strategy, business logics as well as provision and consumption. Their work indicates that in the area of process modeling, several dimensions exist that are at current only poorly supported by available languages, and also only insufficiently incorporated in evaluation frameworks. In light of their SBPM framework, the work presented in this paper concerns evaluation frameworks that focus on the dimensions of orchestration, data, function as well as organization and resources.

Though the SBPM and the semiotic quality framework provide good examples of quality management proposals for process modeling, it remains unclear how other frameworks could be used, in isolation or combination, to address aspects of process modeling quality that the arbiters of the semiotic quality or the SBPM framework feel insufficiently addressed. The work presented in this paper addresses this gap of knowledge by discussing explicitly how the two most prominent evaluation frameworks (representation theory and the workflow patterns framework) compare to each other.

Our work presents the first contribution towards a critical, comparative appraisal of the workflow patterns framework and the BWW theory and also presents the first work that comparatively assesses different modeling quality proposals by using a specific unit of analysis, viz., a particular process modeling language.

III. EVALUATING PROCESS MODELING LANGUAGES

A GENERIC FRAMEWORK FOR LANGUAGE EVALUATION

Before we compare representation theory and the workflow patterns framework it is necessary to appreciate the theoretical analysis model that underlies language evaluation research. The purpose of the current section is to define a framework for language evaluation under which existing approaches can be subsumed. This will allow us to comparatively assess the two selected frameworks.

In order to establish this framework we refer back to one of the generally acknowledged objectives of process modeling, which is to build a (predominantly graphical) representation of a selected set of domain operations for the purpose of understanding and communication among stakeholders in the process of requirements engineering for process-aware information systems [Dumas et al. 2005].\(^2\) Process modeling languages are used to compose graphical models that convey information about a domain or system in such a form that it not only enables easy interpretation, but moreover denotes a useful means for communication and understanding.

The stakeholders involved are typically confronted with the need to represent the requirements in a conceptual form, viz., an underlying conceptual structure is needed on which conceptual models can be based [Wyssusek 2006]. As such underlying conceptual structures are dependant on, inter alia, modeler, model audience and modeling purpose, they cannot be equated for all involved stakeholders, but merely denote potentially valid modeling references that hold true in some but not all modeling contexts. The overall lack of such underlying conceptual structures for conceptual modeling motivated research on reference frameworks for conceptual models in given domains, against which modeling languages can be assessed as to their compliance with the framework, leading to statements about the “goodness” of the resulting model in light of the

---

\(^2\) We acknowledge that also other purposes exist for conceptual modeling, such as providing input to systems design, model execution (e.g., in connection to automated workflow) or documenting user requirements for future reference. Yet, we argue that it is foremost the objective of enabling communication amongst relevant stakeholders that applies to process modeling, which is the reason we focus on this purpose in our elaborations.
selected framework. The underlying assumption here is that modeling languages should be similar to the conceptualization of the domain of interest in the form of the modeling reference framework so as to facilitate adequate communication with the resulting model. Figure 2 explicates these relations.

According to Figure 2, a modeling reference framework, such as the BWW representation model or the workflow patterns framework, can be used as a universal, general specification of the domain to be modeled. As an example, the workflow patterns framework conceptualizes the domain of processes in form of atomic chunks of workflow semantics, differentiated in the perspectives of control flow, data, resources, and exception handling. In order to assess whether a given modeling language is “good” with respect to its capability to represent relevant aspects of the domain, the reference framework in use serves as a theoretical benchmark in the evaluation and comparison of available modeling languages. The assumption of this type of research is that capabilities and shortcomings of a conceptual modeling language in light of the reference framework in use ultimately affect the quality of the model produced [Frank 1999]. The question that arises here is that if there are more than one of those universal reference systems for conceptual modeling (e.g., ontology-based systems versus pattern-based systems), how is one to decide which system is better than others in conveying a good representation by any modeling language [Lyytinen 2006]?

Figure 2. Relations between Domain, Reference Framework, Modeling Language and Model

The process of evaluating modeling languages against a reference framework consists of a pair-wise bi-directional mapping between the concepts specified in the reference framework against the symbolic constructs specified in the modeling language. For example, the workflow patterns framework assesses which of the specified patterns (with a pattern being a set of meaningfully composed constructs) can be expressed with a given language. The basic assumption is usually that any deviation from a 1-1 relationship between the corresponding constructs in the reference framework and the modeling language leads to situations of deficiency and/or ambiguity in the use of the language, thereby potentially diminishing the quality of the model produced. This assumption rests on the observation that if the selected reference framework for modeling denotes a valid conceptualization of the domain of interest, then a modeling language should
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neither express fewer aspects than conveyed in the reference framework, nor more aspects, nor the given domain aspects in an ambiguous or redundant way.

Following this argumentation, formally, the relationships between what can be represented (the set of semantics, i.e., the constructs, of the modeling language) and what is represented (the set of semantics, i.e., the concepts, of the reference framework as a heuristic for the domain being modeled) can be specified in a generic framework for language evaluation that differentiates five types of relationships that may occur in the bi-directional evaluation of modeling languages against reference frameworks (see Figure 3).

- **Equivalence**: The construct prescribed by the reference framework can unequivocally be mapped to one and only one construct of the modeling language (1:1 mapping).
- **Deficiency**: The construct prescribed by the reference framework cannot be mapped to any construct of the modeling language (1:0 mapping).
- **Indistinguishability**: The construct prescribed by the reference framework can be mapped to more than one construct of the modeling language (1:n mapping).
- **Equivocality**: More than one construct prescribed by the reference framework can be mapped to one and the same construct of the modeling language (n:1 mapping).
- **Overplus**: Not one construct prescribed by the reference framework can be mapped to the construct of the modeling language (0:1 mapping).

Figure 3. Framework for Language Evaluation

The framework for language evaluation presented in Figure 3 draws on previous work in related disciplines. Weber [1997] for instance uses a similar albeit not identical framework to explain the two situations of ontological completeness and clarity of a language, Guizzardi [2005] argues in a similar fashion in the context of structural specifications, and Gurr [1999] uses similar mapping relations to analyze diagrammatic communication. It should be noted that these three authors use their frameworks for language evaluation while we propose to use the framework depicted in Figure 3 on a meta level, i.e., to evaluate the evaluation framework themselves. Hence, we build upon their work to explain in general the research type of language evaluation.

Having defined hypothetical relationships that may occur in a pair-wise bi-directional mapping between a reference framework and a given modeling language we can now turn to existing frameworks in the research field of process modeling in order to investigate which of these potential constellations are covered in the respective evaluation approach. For the purpose of this
study, we selected the Bunge-Wand-Weber representation model that forms the core of representation theory, and the workflow patterns framework as indications for available reference frameworks in the domain of process modeling.

Our selection of the Bunge-Wand-Weber representation model was motivated by the maturity of the theory and the widespread adoption of this model not only in conceptual modeling research [Weber and Zhang 1996; Opdahl and Henderson-Sellers 2002; Shanks et al. 2003; Gemino and Wand 2005] but also in the area of process modeling, for instance in the evaluation of Petri Nets [Recker and Indulska 2007], EPCs [Green and Rosemann 2000], ebXML [Green et al. 2005], BPEL [Green et al. 2007] and others. A comprehensive annotated overview is given in [Rosemann et al. 2006]. Our selection can further be justified in referral to the large number of empirical tests on basis of this model that were undertaken in the past, e.g., [Bodart et al. 2001; Green and Rosemann 2001; Gemino and Wand 2005; Bowen et al. 2006].

Similar to the case of the BWW representation model, the workflow patterns framework has been widely used both as a benchmark for analysis and comparison of process modeling languages (e.g., UML 2.0 Activity Diagrams [Russell et al. 2006c]), Web services composition languages (e.g., BPEL [Wohed et al. 2003b]) and languages for enterprise application integration (e.g., BML [Wohed et al. 2003a]). A comprehensive annotated overview is given on www.workflowpatterns.com. Our choice of the workflow patterns framework as a second analysis framework in our study was motivated by several factors. First, it is a well accepted framework that has been widely used both for the selection of workflow management systems (e.g., by UWV, the Dutch Justice Department, ArboNed, etc.) as well as for vendors’ self-evaluations of process modeling products (e.g., COSA, FLOWer, Staffware, IBM, etc.). Second, this framework has proven impact in the industry. It has triggered extensions to process modeling systems (e.g., FLOWer 3.0, Staffware Process Suite, Pectra Technology Inc.’s tool) and inspired their development (e.g., OpenWFE, Zebra, Alphaflow).

EXISTING FRAMEWORKS FOR EVALUATING PROCESS MODELING LANGUAGES

The Bunge-Wand-Weber Representation Model

The development of the representation theory that is known as the Bunge-Wand-Weber model stemmed from the observation that, in their essence, computerized information systems are representations of real-world systems. Wand and Weber [1990, 1993, 1995] suggest that ontology may help define and build information systems that faithfully represent real world systems. Ontology is a well-established theoretical domain within philosophy that deals with identifying and understanding elements of the real world [Bunge 2003]. Wand and Weber adopted an ontology defined by Bunge [1977] and from this derived a theory of representation for the Information Systems discipline that became widely known as the Bunge-Wand-Weber (BWW) representation model. Following Wand and Weber’s arguments, models of information systems and thus their underlying modeling language should contain the necessary representations of real world constructs including their properties and interactions. The BWW representation model contains four clusters of constructs that are deemed necessary to faithfully model and thus represent information systems: things including properties and types of things; states assumed by things; events and transformations occurring on things; and systems structured around things [Rosemann and Green 2002].

Wand and Weber’s work based on Bunge’s theory is not the only case of ontology-based research on conceptual modeling. The approaches of Milton and Kazmierczak [2004] and Guizzardi [2005] are closest to the ideas of Wand and Weber. These upper-level ontologies have been built for similar purposes and appear to be equally expressive [Davies et al. 2005] but have not yet achieved the popularity and dissemination of the BWW model. As our related work section shows, the BWW model has in several instances also been shown to deliver fruitful insights into the capabilities and shortcomings of process modeling languages, e.g., [Rosemann et al. 2006].
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Generally speaking, the BWW model allows for the evaluation of modeling languages with respect to their capabilities to provide complete and clear descriptions of the IS domain being modeled. Referring to the five types of relations specified previously, the completeness of a description can be measured by the degree of construct deficit, i.e., deficiency (see Figure 3). The clarity of a description can be measured by the degrees of construct overload, i.e., equivocality (see Figure 3), construct redundancy, i.e., indistinguishability (see Figure 3), and construct excess, i.e., overplus (see Figure 3). Although implicitly being measured by the extent of deficiency, we were not able to locate any previous analysis based on the BWW model that explicitly documented equivalence (see Figure 3) of a modeling language.

**The Workflow Patterns Framework**

In contrast to ontology-based research on process modeling languages, a second reference system for process modeling emerged over the last years, which built upon the use of patterns as they have been used in architecture or software engineering. The development of the workflow patterns framework was triggered by a bottom-up analysis and comparison of workflow management software. Provided during 2000 and 2001, this analysis included the evaluation of 15 workflow management systems with focus being given to their underlying modeling languages. The goal was to bring insights into the expressive power of the underlying languages and hence outline similarities and differences between the analyzed systems. During the initial investigation 20 control-flow patterns [van der Aalst et al. 2003] were derived. These patterns in the control-flow context denote atomic chunks of behavior capturing some specific process control requirements. The identified patterns span from simple constructs (e.g., parallel split) to complex control-flow scenarios (e.g., multiple instances without synchronization) and provide a taxonomy for the control-flow perspective of processes.

In 2005, the workflow patterns work was extended to also analyze constructs for the data [Russell et al. 2005a] and the resource perspectives of workflows [Russell et al. 2005b]. While the control-flow perspective focuses extensively on the ordering of the activities within a process, the data perspective focuses on the data representation and handling. The resource perspective further complements the approach by describing the various ways in which work is distributed amongst and managed by the resources associated with a business process. During the same year also the area of workflow exception handling was investigated, which resulted in the identification of a set of exception handling patterns [Russell et al. 2006b] systematizing the various mechanisms for dealing with exceptions occurring in the control-flow, the data or the resource perspectives.3

Referring back to the five types of relations specified in Figure 3, evaluations (such as the ones reported in the related work section) using the workflow patterns framework traditionally focus on the identification of potential representations within a given modeling language for each of the patterns (i.e., the identification of equivalence). The non-identification of a representation for a pattern denotes a deficiency of the language. The identification of alternative representations of a pattern denotes indistinguishability. Previous analyses based on this framework have not explicitly taken into consideration the constellations of overplus and equivocality. While the performed analysis could be used to partially reveal some equivocality, it has so far not been used to identify and reason about overplus.4

---

3 Note that in 2006 the work on the Workflow Patterns has progressed with a revision and formalization of the original control-flow patterns [Russell et al. 2006a]. The set of the 20 control-flow patterns was extended to 43 and every pattern has been formally represented in colored Petri Nets notation. In this paper, however, we refer to the original set of workflow patterns.

4 Usually, one-to-many correspondences between patterns and primitives in a modeling language exist, which in turn leads to multiple potential representations of a pattern.
IV. COMPARING THE EVALUATION FRAMEWORKS

Based on the elaborations in Section III we argue that it is possible to pair-wise compare the findings from representation theory and workflow patterns analyses using the framework for language evaluation defined in Figure 3. We will in the following use the example of an evaluation of the BPMN language in order to extract similarities and differences in the reference frameworks. This allows us to address all the objectives of this paper, viz., delivering a comprehensive evaluation of the capabilities of BPMN, studying to what extent the two frameworks under observation complement respectively substitute each other, and identifying the areas of modeling quality in which both frameworks require extension and/or revision.

EVALUATION FRAMEWORKS ASSESSMENT

In preparation for this study we have used the two frameworks in question to evaluate BPMN individually. In the interest of brevity we omit an in-depth discussion of the individual analyses and refer to the description of our previous work in [Recker et al., 2006] and [Wohed et al., 2006b].

Each individual analysis followed an established research process to display reliability and validity of the evaluation.

Analysis on basis of the BWW representation model

Our evaluation of BPMN against the BWW representation model followed the procedural model presented by Rosemann et al. [2004]. Their procedural model was developed specifically to countervail potential flaws and ambiguity in this type of analytical research and addresses concerns such as lack of understandability, lack of comparability, lack of completeness, lack of objectivity, lack of guidance and others. More precisely, our analysis was conducted in three steps. First, two researchers separately read the BPMN specification and mapped each of the single BPMN constructs against BWW constructs in order to create individual first analysis drafts. Second, the researchers met to discuss and defend their mapping results. Third, the jointly agreed second draft was discussed and refined in several meetings with the entire research team. By reaching a consensus over the final mapping result we feel that we achieved a maximum of possible objectivity and rigor in this type of research.

Adopting this methodology has also allowed the derivation of agreement statistics between the individual researchers. In order to display inter-judge reliability in the mappings, a raw percentage agreement [Moore and Benbasat, 1991] and Cohen’s Kappa [Cohen, 1960] were used to measure the agreement between the mapping researchers. Cohen’s Kappa is accepted to be a better measure than a raw percentage agreement calculation, since it also accounts for chance agreement between the researchers. Raw percentage agreement for the representation mapping of BPMN was calculated to be 68.8 percent in the first round and 87.2 percent in the second round.

Analyzing all the possible combinations of primitives (which may be an infinite number) would certainly be insightful but is virtually impossible without automation of the process. At this stage it should be noted that we were restricted in our evaluation to 1:1 mappings between constructs in BPMN and constructs in the BWW representation model. Whilst in general representation theory would allow for the comparison of BWW model constructs to a combination of several language constructs (1:n mappings) or even vice versa—similar to evaluations of the workflow patterns framework type, representational analyses typically are restricted to 1:1 comparisons. All of the previous studies of process modeling languages based on the BWW representation model are restricted to 1:1 mappings [Rosemann et al., forthcoming]. We are aware that this posits a limitation to our study. It would indeed be interesting and challenging to examine how ontologically meaningful clusters of BPMN constructs could be formed. Yet, for brevity reasons we cannot consider the potentially unlimited variety of construct compositions in BPMN in our study.
round while Cohen’s Kappa was calculated to be .616 in the first round and .832 in the second round, both of which exceeds generally recommended Kappa levels of .6 [Moore and Benbasat 1991]. In the third round, the mapping was being discussed and refined until a 100 percent agreement across the complete research team was obtained.

Analysis on Basis of the Workflow Patterns Framework
Regarding the workflow patterns analysis, typically, the analysis of a process modeling language against the workflow patterns framework involves an (automatic) comparison of the formal semantics of the language in an execution environment against the workflow patterns as formally defined in a mathematically valid specification language such as Coloured Petri Nets notation. Unfortunately, due to the recency of its release BPMN does neither yet have commonly agreed-upon formal semantics nor an execution environment. Hence, the analysis of BPMN against the workflow patterns framework was performed in a manner similar to the process outlined previously. First, individual analyses of BPMN against the workflow patterns framework were created by members of the research team. These individual were then combined and finally defended and revised before the complete background team until a consensus was obtained. In performing this work, the encountered ambiguities as well as the assumptions made to overcome these were documented in tabular form.

Results and Comparison
We fitted the results of these analyses into Table 1, structured in accordance to the framework for language evaluation (see Figure 3). Subsequently we pair-wise compare the findings derived from each analysis for each of the five mapping relations.

Equivalence
From Table 1 it can be observed that from a representation theory perspective, there is not a single language construct in BPMN that is unambiguously and unequivocally specified. While this finding per se is problematic as the usage of any given construct potentially causes confusion in

---

6 Consider this example: in the first, individual mapping round, one researcher classified the BPMN construct “Data Object” as excess. This was reasoned in referral to the BPMN specification [BPMI.org and OMG 2006], which states that the use of this artifact does not affect the other parts of the domain representation contained in the model. Hence it was argued that the Data Object construct does not carry real-world semantics. The other researcher, however, afforded Data Object a mapping to the BWW representation model construct Thing, based on the observation that a Data Object is used to depict information objects, both physical and electronic, and accordingly represents real-world objects such as documents or data records. After discussion and study of specification documents, in the second mapping round both researchers individually revised their mappings. One researcher maintained his mapping of Data Object to Thing while the other mapped it to “Class.” This was justified by the observation that a Data Object actually does not model a specific document or data record (such as invoice 47-11) but instead only types of objects (e.g., invoice, policy, customer master record). These two alternative mapping suggestions were presented to, and discussed with, the entire research team that together studied the specification of the constructs and, eventually, agreed to afford the Data Object a mapping to Class. This process was carried out for all other construct mappings.

7 This documentation is available at www.BPMCenter.org or in [Russell et al. 2006a, pp. 113-115; Wohed et al. 2006b].

8 Note that in the Workflow Patterns column in Table 1, the acronyms (e.g., CP1, RP14, DP2) refer to the numbers that were given to the different patterns. CP refers to control flow patterns, RP to resource patterns and DP to data patterns.
the interpretation of the resulting model [Recker et al., 2006], the workflow patterns framework shows that the atomic constructs provided in BPMN can nevertheless be arranged in a meaningful, unambiguous manner to arrange a series of control-flow, data and resource patterns. This indicates that it is not sufficient to analyze languages solely on a construct level, but it is moreover required to assess the modeling context in which the language constructs are used to compose “chunks” of model semantics. In this matter, the workflow patterns framework appears to be an extension in the level of analysis offered by representation theory. It transcends the construct level by specifically taking into consideration the capability of a language to compose atomic language constructs to sets of preconceived domain semantics such as control flow patterns.

Table 1. Mapping Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mapping Relation</th>
<th>Workflow Patterns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1:1 Mapping Equivalence</strong></td>
<td>The following Workflow Patterns can unequivocally be expressed in BPMN:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CP1, CP11-14, CP19;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP11, RP14, RP19, RP36, RP39, RP42;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DP1, DP2, DP5, DP10i, DP10ii, DP11i, DP11ii, DP15-18, DP27, DP28, DP31, DP34, DP36, DP38-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There is no single construct in the BWW model that can unequivocally be mapped to a single BPMN construct.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **1:0 Mapping Deficiency** | The are no representations in BPMN for the following Workflow Patterns: |
|                         | CP7, CP9, CP15, CP17, CP18; |
|                         | RP3-10, RP12, RP13, RP15-18, RP20-35, RP37, RP38, RP40, RP41, RP43; |
|                         | DP3, DP4, DP6, DP7, DP8, DP12-14, DP19-26, DP29, DP30, DP32, DP33, DP35, DP37 |
|                         | There are no representations in BPMN for the following BWW constructs: |
|                         | State, Stable State, Unstable State, Conceivable State Space, State Law, Lawful State Space, Conceivable Event Space, Lawful Event Space, History, Property (in particular, hereditary, emergent, intrinsic, mutual: non-binding, mutual: binding, attributes) |

| **1:n Mapping Indistinguishability** | The following Workflow Patterns have multiple representations in BPMN: |
|                                   | CP2-6, CP10, CP16, CP20; |
|                                   | RP1, RP2; |
|                                   | DP9 |
|                                   | The following BWW constructs have multiple representations in BPMN: |
|                                   | Thing, Property (in general), Class, Event, External Event, Internal Event, Well-defined Event, Poorly-defined Event, Transformation, Lawful Transformation (including Stability Condition, Corrective Action), Acts On, Coupling, System, System Decomposition, |

9 For the Workflow Patterns-based evaluation, note that CP7, CP9 and CP17 have partial representations, i.e., they present solutions that are not general enough to hold for all scenarios but may be used in some cases. Also note that, for the cluster equivocality, the differences between the solutions are captured though advanced attribute settings. The attribute settings can indeed be graphically captured through text annotations, however, such text annotations lie in our opinion outside the graphical notation of the language.
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Deficiency

Table 1 strongly suggests a lack of capabilities in BPMN to model state-related aspects of business processes. Both analyses reveal that BPMN is limited if not incapable of modeling states assumed by things and state-based patterns, respectively. Here, the two frameworks complement each other and together make a strong case for a potential revision and extension of the BPMN specification in order to advance BPMN in its capability of modeling state-related semantics.

Another interesting deficiency of BPMN is the lack of means to describe some of the data patterns. In particular, data interaction to and from multiple instances tasks (DP12 and DP13) cannot comprehensively be described, which is to a large extent credited to the lack of attributes in the specification of the language constructs. This finding aligns with the BWW finding that BPMN lacks mechanisms to describe properties, especially property types that emerge or are mutual due to couplings of things, or those that characterize a component thing of a composite thing (hereditary).

Furthermore, the workflow pattern analysis reveals a deficiency in BPMN’s support for the majority of the resource patterns. This finding can also be supported by the BWW-based analysis as it was found that the constructs in BPMN dedicated to modeling an organizational perspective, viz., Lane and Pool, are considerably unclear in their specification (see next paragraph). Hence it appears that a language specification containing unclear definitions on a construct level lead to deficiencies in composing these constructs to meaningful sets of constructs.
Indistinguishability

The workflow pattern-based evaluation reveals that while BPMN is capable of expressing all basic control-flow patterns (CP1-5), it contains multiple representations for them, thereby potentially causing confusion as to which representation for a pattern is most appropriate in a given scenario. This aligns with the finding that BPMN contains a relatively high degree of construct redundancy. Especially, in terms of modeling essential concepts of process modeling, such as things, events and transformation, it appears that BPMN contains a relatively large number of redundant constructs (different forms of activity and event constructs in particular)—which complements the finding that the modeling of the most basic workflow patterns is doubled and thereby unnecessarily complex.

Equivocality

The notion of equivocality reveals an interest facet in the comparison of the two reference frameworks in that the findings from each framework do not seem to match with each other. As an example, the control flow patterns 9, 12, 13 and 14 were found to use the same graphical notation, with the differences between the solutions for these patterns only readable from the attribute settings. From the graphical model itself, it is thus impossible to identify which distinct process pattern exactly is being represented. This in turn may result in model end user confusion due to unclear semantics.

The BWW analysis reveals that the Lane and Pool constructs as well as a number of event types are extensively overloaded. These constructs allow for the representation of various domain aspects, in the case of the Lane construct for example things, classes of things, systems, kinds of things etc.

These findings are not supported by the workflow pattern-based analysis. The patterns CP4, CP6, CP9, CP12, CP13 and CP14 that were found to have equivocal representations in BPMN do not rely on the Event, Pool or Lane constructs. Here it would appear that the findings from the two analyses contradict each other.

Overplus

The perspective of language overplus denotes an aspect similar to the case of equivalence in that it proposes that the workflow patterns framework can be used as a means of reasoning for explaining why a particular language contains some constructs that, from a representation theory perspective, seem to be unnecessary for capturing domain semantics. In particular, throughout the whole process modeling domain, control flow mechanisms such as logical connectors, selectors, gateways and the like are repeatedly proposed as overplus as they do not map to any construct of the BWW model. However, the workflow patterns framework suggests that these constructs nevertheless are central to control-flow modeling based on the understanding that these mechanisms essentially support the notion of being “in between” states or activities [van der Aalst et al. 2003].

Aside from this particular aspect, it must be stated that the workflow patterns framework so far has not been used to identify a potential overplus of workflow patterns that may be supported in a given language. However, in principle it is possible to apply overplus analysis to the framework for a limited number of language construct involved in a model chunk and it may even be worthwhile investigating how language constructs that the BWW representation model considers as overplus may, in composition, constitute patterns of workflows that have not yet been identified. This could potentially put an end to the discussion of so-called excess constructs that are frequently found in process modeling languages, see [Rosemann et al. 2006]. It may also be an interesting research suggestion to investigate how BWW-based process modeling language primitives may be formed to meaningful sets of workflow patterns.
DISCUSSION

While in the previous section we used the case of BPMN to discuss the complementary and/or substitutive nature of the two reference frameworks under observation, in this section we seek to establish similarities and differences between statements derivable from the analyses of (process) modeling languages based on different reference framework in a more general fashion. In essence, we use the case of the BPMN evaluation to derive conclusions about the nature of the evaluation frameworks themselves.

Figure 4 presents a simple set model that illustrates theoretically possible relationships between two reference frameworks (representation theory BWW and workflow patterns WP) and the modeling language under observation (BPMN). Note here that in the following we will abstract from the specific relationship types (1:1, 1:0, 0:1, 1:m, m:1) that may occur in a mapping (refer to Figure 3). Note that we use the indications BWW, WP and BPMN merely to illustrate our point; the approach itself is in principle applicable to any given combination of two (or even more) reference frameworks and a modeling language.

![Set Model](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main sets</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BWW</td>
<td>Domain specification as per BWW representation model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WP</td>
<td>Domain specification as per Workflow Patterns framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPMN</td>
<td>A BPMN model of the domain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subsets</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BPMN</td>
<td>Is described in the BWW model</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Is not described in the BWW model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WP</td>
<td>Is described in the WP model</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Is not described in the WP model</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can be expressed in BPMN</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cannot be expressed in BPMN</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Figure 4 it can be observed that seven constellations may in principle occur:

- A set of concepts is provided by both of the reference frameworks and it is found that the modeling language is able to express this set of concepts (subset 1).
- A set of concepts is provided by only one of the reference frameworks and it is found that the modeling language is able to express this set of concepts (subsets 2 and 3, respectively).
- A set of concepts is provided by both of the reference frameworks and it is found that the modeling language is not able to express this set of concepts (subset 4).

---

10 The reference frameworks may in fact prescribe the set of semantics as a set of atomic constructs (as in the case of the BWW representation theory) or as a set of composite constructs (as in the case of the workflow patterns framework). Thus, we refer here to a set of concepts to abstract from the level of granularity employed by any framework.
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• A set of concepts is provided by only one of the reference frameworks and it is found that the modeling language is not able to express this set of concepts (subsets 5 and 6, respectively).

• A set of concepts is not provided by any of the reference frameworks but it is found that the modeling language is able to express this set of concepts (subset 7).

Besides the fact that the basic model given in Figure 4 allows for the specification of a ranking of constellations that may occur in the evaluation of modeling languages (e.g., a mapping to subset 1 is a quality indicator for the language under evaluation whereas a mapping to subset 4 points to a potentially significant issue). It also allows us to conclude about the comparison and assessment of modeling languages and reference frameworks in general.

As has been shown in our evaluation of BPMN, language evaluation by means of reference frameworks has two facets. On the one side, reference frameworks provide a filtering lens that facilitates insights into potential issues with a modeling language. On the other side, any evaluation is restricted to exactly that lens, hence only exploring potential issues of a language in light of the selected framework. A comparative assessment of such reference frameworks using the example of a given language then can have multiple facets:

• It can be used to strengthen the findings obtained from an individual evaluation by identifying complementary statements derived from the analyses. For instance, the finding that BPMN lacks support for the majority of control-flow patterns in the cluster state-based patterns (CP16-18) aligns with the finding that BPMN lacks means for representing states assumed by things (subset 1 in Figure 4).

• It can be used to identify facets of a given reference framework that extends the scope of another, thereby increasing the focus of an evaluation and overcoming the restricted filter of one given framework.

As an example, while the BWW-based evaluation of BPMN shows that BPMN does not contain a single construct that is unambiguously equivalent to any construct of the BWW model, the workflow patterns-based analysis reveals that the (potentially ambiguous) BPMN constructs can nevertheless be arranged to a meaningful set of constructs that, as a set, unequivocally equal a number of workflow patterns (subset 3 in Figure 4). Or, the BWW-based evaluation classifies BPMN connector types as an overplus, i.e., unnecessary to model IS domains; however, the workflow patterns-based analysis suggests that the same connector types, in combination with other constructs, could in fact be meaningful for the description of control flow convergence and divergence. Table 2 gives a summary of where, in the case of BPMN, findings from the representation theory evaluation and the workflow patterns evaluation corroborate, extend or contradict the other. The summary follows the introduced five relationship types as shown in Figure 3.

Table 2 suggests that BWW analysis and workflow pattern analysis are mostly complementary in nature. The findings appear to support each other in most of the cases. If not, differences in the findings were often found to be explained by the divergent range of inquiry, i.e., the scope of the investigation. Consequently, it would appear that the combination of atomic construct level analysis (as per BWW representation model) with a composite construct level analysis (as per workflow patterns framework) is most fruitful for separating “true” deficiencies in a process modeling language from only seemingly valid findings.

The case of contradiction between the findings (in the case of equivocality) poses an interesting proposition to process modeling research, namely whether one or both of the framework are over- or under-engineered. Our suggestion would be to use empirical insights into the actual practice of process modeling as a starting point for further investigation and potential extension or revision of the frameworks. We would like to invite interested colleagues to join in this endeavor.
### Table 2. Comparison of Evaluation Findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mapping relationship</th>
<th>Key finding</th>
<th>Framework comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equivalence</td>
<td>Only the workflow pattern evaluation identified equivalence.</td>
<td><strong>Extension</strong>&lt;br&gt;Since representation theory and workflow pattern work on different levels of granularity (atomic language constructs versus construct compositions), it would appear that the workflow pattern framework extends the evaluative capacity of representation theory by indicating how seemingly ambiguous atomic language constructs in BPMN can be arranged to compositions that are meaningful in terms of specifying certain process patterns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deficiency</td>
<td>The workflow patterns framework identified deficiencies in BPMN in regards to state-based, data and resource patterns. The BWW-based evaluation suggests deficiencies in modeling properties, states and aspects of systems of things.</td>
<td><strong>Corroboration</strong>&lt;br&gt;Both representation theory and workflow pattern analysis indicate deficiencies in BPMN. The analysis on a language construct level (by means of the BWW representation model) here suggests that deficiencies in the nature of the language constructs can lead to problems when arranging the atomic constructs to meaningful compositions. A deficiency on construct level thus leads to a diminished capacity to depict all process patterns that may potentially be of relevance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indistinguishability</td>
<td>The workflow pattern analysis shows an unnecessary complex representation of basic patterns. The BWW-based analysis shows a redundancy in basic notions such as thing, transformation and event.</td>
<td><strong>Corroboration</strong>&lt;br&gt;The analysis on a construct level identifies a high level of redundancy in the set of BPMN constructs available. A large number of BPMN constructs share the same representational capacity. This finding supports the findings from the workflow pattern analysis that shows how a number of patterns can be represented in multiple ways, thereby inducing unnecessary complexity in the modeling exercise and potentially causing confusion to the model end user.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivocality</td>
<td>Some of the patterns are equivocally modeled in BPMN. However, these patterns do not make use of any equivocal language construct in BPMN, such as Event, Pool or Lane.</td>
<td><strong>Contradiction</strong>&lt;br&gt;The findings from both analyses do not align. The BWW-based analysis predicts equivocality of some language constructs. However, none of these constructs is involved in the equivocal representation of some patterns. This suggests a lack of relevance or adequacy of one of the frameworks and indicates a need for improving these theoretical bases. The proposition would be to obtain empirical insights into the nature and use of the conflicting constructs and composites and, based on these insights, work on...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mapping relationship | Key finding | Framework comparison
--- | --- | ---
Overplus | The BWW-based analysis indicates some superfluous language constructs. These constructs, however, are shown in the workflow pattern analysis to be relevant to the depiction of certain patterns. | Extension

From an atomic perspective, some constructs (such as control flow mechanisms) appear superfluous. Yet, an analysis on composite level gives a justification for their existence in that it shows how they can be arranged in meaningful compositions of process patterns. This way, the workflow pattern analysis extends the range of representation theory by expanding the scope of analysis to a level of less granularity.

It should further be noted that in addition to our elaborations earlier, there are also other constellations that need to be considered. Subset 7 in Figure 4 indicates that there may be aspects of a modeling language that are not found to map to any aspect of any of the reference framework used. This scenario can lead to two findings:

1. The identified aspects of a modeling language are in fact unnecessary/ambiguous/potentially confusing for modeling the given domain and their usage should therefore be avoided or at least better specified.
2. Such a finding can also contribute to the further development of the selected theoretical bases as it might indicate that the reference frameworks in use might lack relevance or coverage for the given domain and should thus be refined or extended.

For instance, in the case of the workflow patterns framework it can by no means be guaranteed that the identified set of patterns is complete. This indicates a need for researchers to carefully observe and scrutinize the findings they derive from their evaluations with respect to the extent to which their findings are rooted in an actual shortcoming of the artifact being evaluated or in a limitation of the selected theoretical reference framework(s) used for the evaluation.

V. CONTRIBUTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

CONTRIBUTIONS

This paper presents the first comprehensive study that compares the most popular evaluation frameworks for process modeling languages based on a generic framework of the principles of language evaluation. We showed that very fruitful insights on language evaluation and, ultimately, language use can be generated if evaluation reference frameworks are being applied in a complementary rather than substitute manner. We also reported on the first attempt to classify existing theoretical frameworks for process modeling language evaluation by using a generic framework for model quality management.

The contributions of this work relate to both process modeling practice and theory:

Implications for Practice

Although methodological or theoretical/analytical argumentations such as ours often appear far-stretched rather than directly applicable to IS practice, there are arguably observable practical merits. First and foremost we have shown how additional insights into the use of, and potential
problems with, a process modeling language can be obtained if multiple frameworks for language evaluation are being applied. Especially in light of the wide range of process modeling languages that have already been evaluated by the two frameworks considered (see Section III of this paper), it can be assumed that organizations will have easy access to benefits at considerable low costs.

These findings are beneficial for organizations currently selecting process modeling languages, a step that is of crucial importance to any business process modeling initiative. Especially as more and more organizations turn to BPM, often in concert with changing to a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), the choice of modeling approach can have large organizational consequences for a number of years. The evaluation reported in [Nysetvold and Krogstie 2006], for instance, was used as a basis for a choice of modeling language and environment across an enterprise in transition to SOA. Thus it can obviously be cost efficient to perform a rather rigorous evaluation process prior to such change. Second, we have been able to show that the question of process modeling purpose is crucial to the selection of an appropriate reference framework. Practitioners should thus carefully consider the general objective of their process modeling efforts when evaluating and selecting an appropriate process modeling language and, in effect, the comparison and evaluation criteria they employ in such decision making processes.

**Implications for Research**

We deem our work a fruitful starting point for further research investigations into the nature, and use, of process modeling languages. We have shown that language development and deployment not only should consider semantics of language constructs and semantics of construct compositions but moreover the pragmatics of using the language in real-life modeling scenarios. We see a number of interesting and stimulating research challenges stemming from our work.

First, the workflow patterns framework has, as reported, been derived inductively from observable practice while representation theory builds upon a strong theoretical foundation. We believe that an ontological foundation of the workflow patterns framework could lead to more rigor in the workflow engineering discipline and would also benefit the investigation into the nature of language patterns.

Second, representation theory often is being applied to language evaluation for investigation the semantics of atomic constructs. As the workflow patterns framework shows, another interesting aspect of study is the composition of atomic constructs to meaningful patterns of semantics. It would be interesting and beneficial to compose ontologically well-founded generic patterns of model semantics from representation theory and then to investigate how they related to other patterns, such as, for instance, workflow patterns.

Third, in the area of language and method engineering, we deem it fruitful to investigate whether process modeling languages that are built in light of several reference frameworks would outperform those that have been designed before the background of one framework only (examples for the latter include the work presented in [Gehlert et al. 2005] who based their language on the principles of representation theory, and [van der Aalst and ter Hofstede 2005], who based their language on the principles of workflow patterns).

**Limitations**

Our study suffers from several limitations. First, as noted in the introduction, our comparative assessment does not consider all aspects relevant to quality of models and modeling languages. The discussion of quality management proposals such as the semiotic quality framework [Lindland et al. 1994] or Hepp and Roman’s [2007] semantic business process management framework in Section II of this paper highlights aspects that our analysis misses, including:
• The pragmatic quality of process modeling in a wider sense, e.g., [Krogstie et al. 2006b, Recker, 2007a], including not only the comprehension but also the effect the models produced have on modelers (e.g., learning of the domain), and on the domain itself (i.e., process improvement) due to the way process modeling was conducted.

• The overall value [Krogstie et al. 2006a] or success [Bandara and Rosemann 2005] of process modeling, both project internal, but also organizational on a longer term.

• The user acceptance of process modeling languages, e.g. [Recker 2007b], and its impact on long-term viability of the process modeling initiative.

• The quality of the overall process modeling process, [Moody 2005].

• The aspects of BPM strategy, business logics, provision and consumption, as noted by Hepp and Roman [2007].

Second, a limitation is acknowledged related to the conduct of our analyses of BPMN by means of the BWW theory and the workflow patterns framework. In absence of automatic analysis tools, the process of language evaluation is by definition open to subjective interpretation. We did our best to mitigate subjectivity in our analysis, for instance by forming teams and having multiple rounds of coding, as reported in Section IV. While, for instance, the obtained Kappa values indicate reliability of our analyses and while we also documented all assumptions and rationales of our analysis (refer to [Recker et al. 2005; Recker et al. 2006] and [Wohed et al. 2006a; Wohed et al. 2006b]), we cannot guarantee beyond doubt the objectivity of our analyses, which is a typical limitation in this type of research [Rosemann et al. 2004].

Third, in the comparative assessment of the BWW theory and the workflow patterns framework using the case of the BPMN language, we noted in Section IV that a noted deficiency in light of the framework not necessarily implies a shortcoming of the language but may also reveal shortcomings of the scope of the quality frameworks. Accordingly, findings from a conceptual, analytical study such as the one presented in this paper, should always be approached with caution in absence of empirical validation. It would be a most insightful and stimulating challenge to operationalize some of the conjectures we reported in an empirical study to obtain more insights on the validity of our claims.

OUTLOOK

We do not consider our discussion to be complete. We look to further extend our assessment of evaluation frameworks to incorporate other levels of analysis such as the ones reported in our limitations section. Also, we seek to further populate our set model given in Figure 4 by comparatively assessing the findings from the evaluations of other process modeling languages such as BPEL (evaluated in [Green et al. 2007] and [Wohed et al. 2003b], respectively). This will allow us to provide some evidence for the generalizability of our results and the usefulness of our discussion in general.

In spite of some of the noted limitations of our study, most notably that we have not obtained an empirical perspective on either BPMN or the reference frameworks, we see first evidence of the usefulness of our approach. Our research is a first step towards more sophisticated process modeling languages that should be designed in light of not only one theoretical framework but rather in adherence to principles of both representation theory (for the specification of the language constructs) and the workflow patterns framework (for the specification of the relationships of language constructs to form meaningful composites). Thereby we envisage the design of process modeling languages that not only provide complete and clear descriptions of real-world domains, but that can also be used to provide sophisticated support for workflow technologies and which may hence serve the two major purposes of process modeling at the same time.

We further see potential of generalizing our research to related domains. While our comparative assessment was restricted to (a) process modeling languages and (b) reference frameworks for
process modeling languages, we spent considerable effort on defining a generic analysis level that allows for wider uptake. For instance, such research might motivate other researchers to conduct a similar study on reference frameworks for data or object-oriented modeling languages.
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